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Biot coupled consolidation numerical analyseshave been applied to a stage-constructedembankmenton soft clay in the
centrifuge. In the test, the sandembankmentwasconstructedduring flight on a clay foundation consistingof an overconsolidated
crust overlying a normally consolidatedlayer. Measurementswere takenof pore pressures,dissipation rates,and displacements
in the foundation clay. Predictions of thesewere madeusing a simple Cam-clay model for the clay and the CambridgeCRJSP
computer program. A linear elastic idealization was used for the embankment. With some exceptions, pore pressuresand
dissipationrates were very well predicted, as Y/eremaximum valuesof both horizontal and vertical displacements.However,
displacementprofiles with depth were not so well predicted. Particular attention is given in the paper to the detennination of
relevantvaluesof shearmodulus G and the difference in behaviourresulting from using constantpermeability and permeability
varying with void ratio
K'Y words: embankments,soft clay, centrifuge test, numerical analysis, Biot consolidation, Cam-clay model
Des analysesnumeriquesassociees~ la thoorie de consolidation de Biot ont etOappliquees ~ un remblai sur argile molle
construit par etapes dans un centrifuge. Le remblai en sable a etOcontruit durant I'essai sur une fondation arsileuse comprenant une croOte surconsolideerocouvrant une couche normalementconsolidee. Des mesuresde pressionsinterstitielles,
de vitessesde dissipation et de deplacementsdans la fondation argileuseont etOprises. Des predictions de ces mesuresont etO
faites au moyen d'un simple mod~le "Cam-clay" pour I'argile et du programme d'ordinateur CRISP de Cambridge. Le
comportement du remblai a ete ideali.. selon un modele d'elasticite lineaire. A quelques exception pres, les pressions
interstitielles et les vitessesde dissipation ont ete Ires bien predites de meme que les valeurs maximales des deplacements
horiwntaux et verticaux. Cependant,les profils de deplacementsen fonction de la profondeur n'ont pasetOaussi bien predits
Dans cet article, une attention particuli~re est portee ~ la determination des valeurs du module de cisaillement G, et au
comportementdifferent selon qu'une permeabilite constanteou variant avec I'indice des vides est utilises.
Mols clis: remblais, argile molle, essaicentrifuge, analysenumerique,consolidation de Biot, mod~le"Cam-clay."
[Traduit par la revue]
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Introduction
Realistic computations of the variation of displacements and
pore pressures with time. in clay foundations under stage-constDIcted embankments. require the use of numerical analyses
with reliable constitutive models coupled with consolidation.
The Cam-clay models (Schofield and Wroth 1968; Roscoe
and Burland 1968) allow strength and compressibility to be
~ted
within the elastoplastic strain-hardening theoretical
framework. using a small number of parameters for both
drained and undrained analyses. Partial drained behaviour can
be also modelled numerically using the Biot three-dimensional
consolidation theory. as adopted in the CRISP program (Gunn
andBritto 1981). Some common criticisms (e.g. Tavenas 1981)
to the original Cam-clay models are the following:
(a) the assumption of a yield locus centred on the isotropic
compression line whereas anisotropic consolidated clays exhibit
yield loci approximately centred on the Ko consolidation line
(e.g. Parry and Nadarajah 1973);
(b) the assumption of isotropic elastic rather than anisotropic
elastic behaviour inside the yield locus;
(c) the assumption of associated flow rules, which can be
acceptable for isotropic soils but do not properly represent the
behaviour of anisotropic natural clays.
Despite the above criticisms, the original Cam-clay models
have been continuously used at Cambridge. The reasons are that
they retain mathematical simplicity and use a small set of
parameters obtainable from standard laboratory tests.
This paper is concerned with comparisons between numerical
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calculationsof pore pressuresanddisplacementsand measurementstakenduring the centrifugetestingof a stage-constructed
embankmenton soft clay.
Centrifugal modelling
Theadvantages
of usingthe centrifugeto achieveself-weight
and stresspath similarity have been discussedby Schofield
(1980). In essence,if a model N times smaller than the
prototype is subject to an accelerationN times the earth's
gravity field, then the densityof all materialsin the model will
be increasedby N and the stressesat a depth z/N will be
identicalto the stressesin the prototypeat a depthz. If materials
with the samestress-strainbehaviourare usedin both model
andprototype,strain similarity is also achievedin both model
andprototype.
An additionaladvantageof a centrifugetest is the shortening
of time-dependentprocesses.According to the Terzaghiconsolidation theory, the time for dissipation of excess pore
pressureis proportionalto the squareof the drainagepath. As
themodeldimensionsarereducedby N times,4tedraina1epath
is also N times shorter. Hence the model time is N times
shorter than the prototype time. This relation has obvious
implicationsfor the centrifuge modelling of stage-constructed
embankments
on soft clays.
The centrifuge test reported here is part of an extensive
programmeof testing carried out at Cambridgeto study the
behaviourof embankmentson soft clays(Davies1981;Almeida
1984;Almeida et al. 1985;DaviesandParry 1985).The model
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silver spheres that allowed pictures to be taken and displacements to be subsequently computed, by the technique described
by James (1973).
During stages 2 and 3 of embankment construction large
horizontal and vertical displacements occurred. Measured and
computed displacements and pore pressures are presented
below. Limit equilibrium effective stress stability analyses
using measured pore pressures produced factors of safety in the
range 1.0-1.2 during stages 2 and 3 and a factor of safety of
0.91 at failure, as described by Almeida et a/. (1985). A full
description of the test, techniques, and analyses performed can
be found in Almeida (1984).
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test (Almeida 1984) consisted of a l60mm thick soft clay
foundation fonned by a 90 mm overconsolidated clay overlying
a 70 mm nonnally consolidated layer. In order to produce a stiff
crust, Gault clay was used in the top 40 mm of the model. Both
clays were consolidated together from slurry. The in situ stress
state existing before embankment construction is described
below.
The centrifuge test was perfonned at 100 g using the
Cambridge geotechnical centrifuge described by Schofield
(1980). Embankments were constructed in flight; the stage
construction loading history that was adopted during the
centrifuge test and that is to be modelled numerically is shown in
Fig. I. The embankment was constructed in stages from lift I to
lift 3 and was then taken quickly to failure. This occurred 10s
after lift 5 was poured, at an average height of 116 mm.
The geometry of the problem is seen in Fig. 2. Since the walls
of the centrifuge container are ideally smooth, the cross section
of the model represents half of the prototype modelled, as the
right-hand-side wall is a plane of symmetry. The positions of the
10 miniature pore pressure transducers used are also seen in Fig.
2. As the pore pressure transducers were provided with silicon
chips, they offer very fast response times, of the order of 0.1 s.
The visible section of thl: model was provided with a /(rid of

behaviour of embankments on clay foundations. A brief review
of prior numerical analyses of embankments on soft clays using
critical state models is presented below.
The finite element program developed by Simpson (1973)
employing models of soil behaviour and based on critical state
soil mechanics was applied to the analysis of the Kings Lynn
trial embankment. Drained and undrained analyses showed
good agreement for short- and long-term settlements. Computed pore pressure showed less agreement with field measurements than displacements and poor agreement was obtained
between measured and computed movements outside the
embankment toe. The results of these analyses were also
presented by Wroth and Simpson (1972). Thompson (1976)
improved Simpson's program and applied it to a class A
prediction of the MIT trial embankment. The calculations were
good in general, but pore pressure computations in particular
were better than those presented by the other predictors (Wroth
1977).
From the findings of Simpson, Thompson, and others
(notably Naylor 1975), the CRISTINA (CRItical STate Numerical Algorithm) program was developed. Bassett eta/. (1981)
used a version of CRISTINA with a coupled consolidation
algorithm suggested by Small et a/. (1976) to predict the
behaviour of centrifuged constructed embankments. Davies
(1981) used CRISP, the version subsequent to CRISTINA, and
described in the next section, for the analysis of centrifuged ~
embankments. In both cases excess pore pressures generated by
the embankment construction and their rates of dissipation were
fairly well predicted, but the settlements during consolidation
were substantially overpredicted, with a much deeper pattern of
computed displacements.
Prediction of the behaviour of a trial embankment on Rio de
Janeiro clay was performed by Almeida (1981) using the CRISP
program. A coupled consolidation analysis of the month-long
period was performed and good agreement was observed for
both settlements and pore pressures. When results were also
compared (Almeida and Ortigao 1982) with numerical calculations using an elastic nonlinear model, the superiority of critical
state numerical calculations that accounted for the soil consolidation was made evident.
Other critical state finite element programs have been
developed elsewhere, such as the Rosalie program used for
predictions of the Cubzac-les-Ponts A and B trial embankments

(Truon~and Ma~nan 1977; Maj(nan et a/. 1982a, b). Early
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Houlsby also showed that using [3] provided a much better fit to
his triaxial tests than using a constant value of shear modulus.
Thus' for the analysis perfonned here the shear modulus for
kaolin is constantly updated using [3], despite this equation
implying an unrealistic value of zero for Poisson's ratio when
[I] and [3] are substituted in [2a] with e = 1.5 and K = 0.05. For
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the Gault clay, G was assumed to be 2250 kPa (see Fig. 5)
throughout the analysis. Values of G corresponding to the in
situ stress state, p = (2a'", + a'..)/3, are shown in Fig. 5.
Values of G computed by [2a] (making the nonnal assumption of v' = 0.3) are also shown in Fig. 5, and are much lower
than those given by [3]. The ratio G/cu, which is a good guide
for the estimated values of G, varies between 130 and 230
(Houlsby 1981), as shown in Fig. 6. However, the same ratio
given by values of G computed by [2a] varies between 27 and
74, Fig. 6, whereas that using values of G computed by [3]
varies between 72 and 270, Fig. 6. Thus values of G for kaolin
given by [3] seem to be quite realistic, whereas use of [2] might
lead to excessively low values of G, which might explain why
some previous critical state numerical analyses overpredicted
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FIG. S. Variation of shearmodulus with depth.
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displacements.
Coefficients of permeability
For coupled consolidation analysis the program also requires
values of the coefficients of penneability in the horizontal (kh)
and vertical (kJdirections.lnthe
standard version of CRISP the
coefficient of penneability is assumed to remain constant
throughout the analysis.
However, the penneability is not a soil constant and in
situations in which large loads are applied and significant
consolidation takes place, changes in void ratio can lead to
important changes in the coefficient of penneability. This point
might be important in stage-constructed embankments and is
investigated here; two cases have been analysed:
(a) Case A-The penneability was assumed to be dependent
on the void ratio; this case was used for direct comparison with
the observed behaviour. Four values of the initial coefficient of
penneability in the vertical direction (kyo) were used. Fig. 7b,
according to the initial void ratio eo, Fig. 7a. The equation
adopted to correlate the coefficient of penneability with the void
ratio in case A and which was implemented in the original
version of the CRISP program is the linear relationship between
log ky and e given by
[4]

ky = kyo'lo<e-eo)/Ck

where k.. and eo have been defined above and C. is the slope of
the log k, - e plot. The value of C. adopted for both kaolin and
Gault clay was 0.60, which, like kyo, was based on data
available at Cambridge (Thompson 1962);
(b) Case C- The penneability was assumed to remain
constant throughout the analysis; this case was used just for
comparison with case A. Only two values of penneability were
used(Fig. 7b): ky = 9.37 X 10-lom/sfortheGaultclayand kv
= 2.0 x 10-9 m/s for the entire kaolin clay layer
In both cases values of kh were assumed to be 1.5 times higher
than those of ky, according to experimental data available at
Cambridge (Chan 1975).
In situ stress state
A soil element close to the clay surface (see Fig 8b, element
A), in clay models used for centrifuge tests, experiences loading
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in the laboratory and continuous swelling as it is unloaded and
then subjected to 100 g of acceleration, eventually reaching
equilibrium. On the other hand, a soil element at the botton! of
the clay (see Fig. 8b, element B) experiences loading followed
by unloading and subsequent reloading to a normally consolidated condition as it reaches equilibrium at N = 100g.
Values of in situ horizontal effective stresses (J'ho were
computed using values of coefficients of earth pressure at rest
Ko = (J'ho/(J'.o given by the following empirical relationship
found to be suited to Cambridge reconstituted clays:
[5]

Ko = Koc'(OCR)+'(radians)

where OCR = (J'.m/(J'.o is the overconsolidation ratio and Knc
is the coefficient of earth pressure at rest at the normally
consolidated condition, equal to 0.69 for both kaolin and Gault
clay (Airey 1984; Thompson 1962). Results from [5] agree well
with the available experimental data.
Variations of OCR and Ko (given by [5J) with depth in the

clay foundationaregiven in Fig. 8a. Valuesof in situ venical
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andhorizontal effective stresses cr'vo and cr'ho are shown in Fig.
8b. The bulk specific weight of the clay foundation was
Is.4kN/m3. The third curve in Fig. 8b is the isotropic preconsolidation pressure P'. required by Cam-clay models to locate
theyield locus at each integration point. Values ofp'. have been
computed from the stress history (cr'ho' cr'voo and OCR) using
the equation of the modified Cam-clay yield locus.
Predicted and measured displacements
Results
Predicted vertical displacements at the top of the clay surface
and displacements measured 5 mrn (0.5 m) below the clay
surface (there were practical difficulties of positioning the
reflective markers used for displacement measurements at the
clay surface) are compared in Figs. 9a-9c. Plots are given at
momentsshortly after lift 2 was placed and just before lift 3 was
placed(i.e. start and end of stage 2), Fig. 9a; at start and end of
stage3, Fig. 9b; and just after construction of lift 5. Magnitudes
of both settlement under the embankment and heave in front of
the embankment are generally very well computed.
As far as surface settlements are concerned, the only factor of
discrepancy is related to the shape of the curves under the
embankment. It is believed that side friction developing inside
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the centrifuge model container is of minor importance and that
the modelling of the embankment as an elastic material is the
main reason for the difference, as discussed in detail by Almeida
(1984). Indeed, back analysis of the embankment failure
(Almeida eta/. 1985) using well-known effective stress strength
parameters and measured pore pressures produced a factor of
safety of 0.91, thus suggesting that side friction, not considered
in the stability analysis, was less than 10%. Also, use of an
embankment with very low stiffness, although overpredicting
displacements, produced a displacement profile similar to the
observed one, suggesting that the use of a stress-dependent
embankment modulus should improve the results.

The variationof settlementswith time is shownin Fig. 10for
a point 225mm (22.5 m) away from the embankmentcentre
line. The few data regarding the variation of settlementwith
. suggeststhat thIS
.. ISbeing
. well computed.However, the
time
varIatIon
0f sellIementsWI.th depth IS
. not as weII computed as
..
surfacesettlements,Fig. I I, since computeddisplacements
decreasegradually with depth, with displacementsat great
depthsbeing greatly overpredicted.The reasonfor this discrepancyis not clear.
Equivalentinclinometerplots II, 12,and 13arepresentedin
Figs. 12 and 13 for lifts 2, 3, and 5. Maximum horizontal
displacements
arewell predictedat inclinometersII and13but
not so well at inclinometer12. Maximum computedhorizontal
displacements
were locatedat a depthratio z/H of the order of
0.24-0.4, whereasobservedmaximumvalueswere at a depth
ratio of the order of 0.0-0.2. Similar to the vertical displacements, observedhorizontal displacementshad a more pronouncedgradient with depth than computed values; hence
displacements
at greatdepth were overpredicted.
Contoursof computedvertical andhorizontaldisplacements
at the end of stage3 are presentedin Figs. 14a and 14b. The
general agreementin magnitude between calculations and
measurements
but the deeper pattern of computeddisplacementscanbe seenby comparingthecalculationsof Fig. 14with
measurements
presentedin Fig. 15.
Discussion
Maximummagnitudesof both heavein front of the embankment and settlementsunder the embankmentswere very well~
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Computed and measured settlements with depth

lateral deformations of foundations were discussed by Poulos
(1972). Predicted horizontal displacements are usually larger
than measurements and Poulos listed the possible reasons for the
discrepancies: (I) the difficulty of estimating Poisson's ratio of
the soil; (2) anisotropy of the soil; (3) nonlinear stress-strain
behaviour of soil; (4) nonhomogeneity of soil; (5) neglect of
certain factors such as the effect of embankment stiffness and
foundation roughness or more generally, incorrect assumptions
made regarding the stresses applied to the soil by the foundation
or embankment. Poulos (1972) also pointed out that the
sensitivity of the horizontal movements to the factors listed
above is considerably greater than that of vertical displacements. It appears that factors (2) and (5) are the most relevant
for the case analysed here.
Factor (2), regarding soil anisotropy, is possibly the main
drawback of simple Cam-clay models. Indeed, anisotropic
elastic behaviour might be particularly important for the initially
overconsolidated top clay layer (see Parry and Wroth 1977).
Also, anisotropy in the shape of the yield locus for onedimensional consolidated soil might be relevant for points
yielding beyond the toe due to the passive nature of the stress
paths.
Related to the influence of anisotropy is the problem of rotation of the direction of principal stresses beyond the embankment toe In Cam-clay isotropic models the rotation of principal
stressesdoes not cause additional plastic strains, which is quite
contrary to the experimental evidence. Therefore Cam-clay
models in these circumstances will be too stiff and will
underpredict deformations. This is the case for lateral deforma-

tionsof pointscloseto thesurfacein equivalentinclinometersII
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and12.However,the oppositeoccursin the bottomclay layer,
whichis yielding more than expected,i.e. plastic strainsand
displacements
are beingoverpredictedthere.
The modelling of the embankmentalso seemedto be
unsatisfactory,as suggestedin (5) above, as a linear elastic
modeldoesnot modelthevariationof theembankmentstiffness
with stresslevel. Thereforeit is apparentthat a more correct
modellingof the embankmentmaterial should improve the
shapeof the settlementcurvesunder the embankmentand the
profilesof lateraldeformationsand settlementwith depth.
Thediscussionby Poulos(1972)wasmadein thecontextof a
quickly built embankment.In the caseof a stage-constructed
embankment,
the hypothesesregardingthe consolidationof th!:clayfoundationmight alsobe important.It wasobservedin the
analysesperformedhere that the assumptionof permeability
beingconstantthroughouttheanalysis(caseC) hastheeffectof
increasinglateraldeformationsand settlementsascomparedto
theassumption
of permeabilityvaryingwith void ratio (caseA).
Predicted and measuredpore pressures
Excesspore pressuresIlu measuredduring test MA3 are
comparedin this section with values of Ilu computed at
the integrationpoint nearestto the respectivepore pressure
transducer.
Measuredand computedvariationsof excesspore pressure
with time are presentedin Figs. 16 and 17 for 8 of the 10
transducersmonitored. The agreementis generally good for
both generationand dissipationof pore pressures.Computed
pore pressureshad a trend of peaking at the end of loading
whereasmeasuredporepressuresshowedsomepeakdelay, i.e

OIIHORIZONTAL
OISPLACEMENTS
Oh Imml
FIG. 14. Computed vertica! and horizontal

displacements

peakedafter the end of loading. That is the caseof transducer
P6, Fig 16c, where, despitethe poor agreement,both computedand measuredpore pressurespeakedon completionof
loadinglifts 1-3
At transducer P9, Fig. l7b, computed pore pressures
showeda continuous rise on completion of loading lift I,
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FIG. 18. Influence of the hypothesisrelated to the penneability on the pore pressureresponse.

critical state line (csl) and the modified CaIn-clay yield locus are
also plotted in the p'-q* diagram.
Points PI, PIO, and PII are located in the top overconsolidated clay layer, thus stress paths at these points start inside the
yield locus. Conversely, points P2, P7, and P8 are in the bottom
normally consolidated layer and their stress paths initiate on the
yield locus. Stress paths shown in Fig. 20 may be described as
follows:

(a) During loading, undrainedtype of stresspath, vertical for

points at the overconsolidated state and inclined to the left for
points at the normally consolidated state, which is consistent
with the negligible drainage taking place during the short time of
construction. These stress paths generally moved towards the
critical state line with increasing q*
(b) During consolidation, a predominantly horizontal line with
increasing p', thus moving away from the critical state line
Slight departures from these typical patterns are seen in the
initially more overconsolidated points PI and PIO, asconsolida-

tion during stage I at PI was associated with increase in q*
and only marginal increase in p', and at PIO was associated with
a slight decrease in q* while p' was held constant.
Computed stress paths indicate that all three points, PI, PIO,
and PII, initially at the overconsolidated state reach yielding
conditions during stage 2 of construction; point PII, the least
overconsolidated of the three, started yielding in lift I, but PI
and PIO, both at Initial Ko conditions very close to unity,
reached yield conditions in lift 2. Most of the clay foundation
under the embankment was also at a nonnally consolidated state
at the end of stage 2, which explains why both computed and
measured defonnations increased more rapidly following completion of lift 3 loading.
At points PS, PIO, and PII under the embankment slope,
stre~s paths moved very close to the critical state line,
particularly on completion of stages 3 and 5 loading. At points
P2 and P7 , located at greater depths, stress paths during loading

werepredominantlyvertical and neverapproachedthe critiCal
stateline.
Conclusions
A coupled consolidation numerical analysis of a stageconstructedembankmenttest has beenpresentedadoptingthe
modified Cam-clay model for the clay foundation. Soft clay
parameterswere obtainedfrom the large amountof test data
available.No calibrationof parameterswascarriedout. Values
of shearmodulusG weremadedependenton themeaneffective
stressp' and valuesof penneability were relatedto the void
ratio, asthesemorerealisticassumptions
appearto beimportant
in the caseof a stage-constructed
embankment.
Goodoverall agreementof maximummagnitudesof horizontal and vertical displacementsand of pore pressurevariation
with time has been obtained. Agreement was particularly
promising for settlementsat the ground surface under th~
embankmentandfor porepressuregenerationanddissipation
the kaolin clay.
Agreementwas lesssatisfactoryfor displacements
at greater
depths,whereboth horizontaland vertical displacements
were
overpredicted. Shapes of computed and measuredlateral
defonnation profiles with depth were also different. Some
reasonsfor the differencesare the modelling of the embankment as a linear elastic material and that anisotropyof the
clay foundation was not consideredin the modified Camclay model.
Becauseof the general good agre.ement
obtained in this
well-controlledcentrifuge experiment,and indeedwith other
field cases reported in the literature, the numerical model
adoptedhere is recommendedfor practical applicationsof
embankments
on soft clays.
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ec,
kb, ky

List of symbols
void ratio at critical state line at p' = I kPa
permeability in the horizontal and vertical direc-

p'

tions
mean normal effective stress = (cr', + cr', +

p'c
p'o
q*

cr',)/3
isotropic preconsolidation pressure
mean in situ effective stress = (cr'YO
+ 2cr'bo)/3
generalized deviator stress = [(cr', - cr',>' +
(cr', - cr',>, + (cr', - cr',)']'!'

t
u
z
Cc

time
pore-water pressure
depth
gradient of the compression line in the e

p' plot

-

log
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c,
C.
E
G
H
K'
Ko
Koc

N

gradient of the swelling line in the e - log
OCR
p' plot
K
slopeof the e -log kv line
Young's modulus
A
shearmodulus
total depthof the clay foundation
v'
bulk modulusin termsof effective stress
a' " a" a' 3
coefficientof lateral earthpressureat rest
a'h' a'v
coefficientof lateral earthpressureat rest in the
a'bo' a'vo
normally consolidatedcondition
a'vm
gravity scaling factor (centrifuge acceleration.1u
Ng)
M

overconsolidationratio (a'vmla'vO>
gradient of the swelling line in the e - lnp'
plot
gradientof the compressionline in the e -lop'
plot
Poisson'sratio in termsof effective stress
principal effective stresses
horizontalandvertical effective stesses
in situ horizontaland vertical effective stresses
maximumvertical effective stress
excesspore pressure
critical statefrictional constant
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